
Appen has become an even more prominent leader in the search engine
evaluation industry, so it’s definitely an excellent time to try to join the
company as an evaluator. Its current and former contractors report
earnings of about $13-$14 per hour

2. Lionbridge
The Internet Search Evaluator position is Lionbridge’s Search Engine
Evaluator job. As an Internet Search Evaluator or Web Assessor, you’ll be an
independent contractor for Lionbridge. Current and former contractors
report an average of almost $14 per hour for both positions.
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3. Raterlabs
RaterLabs comes from Appen and is somewhat of the child between the
merger between Leapforce and Appen. Much of the tasks and process for
applying are very similar. You must be at least 18 years old to join the
company.Of course, you’ll also need a high-speed internet connection, a
reliable computer with updated software, and excellent research skills.

4. Google
Yes, Google itself hires Ads Quality Raters to check its algorithms from time
to time.If you want a chance to work with the king of search engines itself,
then here’s your chance, although the jobs come few and far between and
are very difficult to get with so many applicants (who wouldn’t want to work
with Google?).Google’s rating jobs work similarly as other on this list.

5. iSoftStone
iSoftStone has Search Engine Evaluator positions available in different
parts of the world at different times, so you may need to keep checking
its careers page to find an open position in your country. The reported
pay rate for iSoftStone’s Search Engine Evaluator position is $12-$13 per
hour

6. ZeroChaos
ZeroChaos employees report making at least $15 per hour, making this the
highest reported salary for Search Engine Evaluators. It also pays its
employees weekly, rather than monthly, like other companies. However, it
can also affect the flexibility many want when they become Search Engine
Evaluators.Workers report that they are required to work between 10 and
29 hours per week and you have to complete your assignments by a specific
deadline.

7. Ask Wonder
If you like researching and answering questions, you can apply to be an
analyst with Wonder and work from home. You can expect their pay to be
around $1000 per month.

8. 10EQS
The company hires independent contractors as Experts
to research and answer questions in their areas of expertise. The
pay varies.
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